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Xaar completed a successful 
listing on the London Stock 
Exchange.

Further greyscale developments 
led to the launch of the Xaar 
760, delivering a choice of 
binary or greyscale drop 
sizes to provide the ultimate 
in flexibility, reliability and speed.

The Xaar Proton was launched  
to deliver outstanding print 
quality, superior throughput and 
exceptional value for a range 
of applications, including wide-
format graphics and coding  
& marking.
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Xaar is a world leader in the development of digital inkjet 
technology and a manufacturer of piezoelectric drop-on-demand 
industrial inkjet printheads, the key component in a digital 
printing system. Unlike analogue printing, digital printing requires 
no physical master image to copy from, and hence enables 
economic short run, variable data printing. The printhead is the 
device which converts the electronic image data into the physical 
image on the substrate. To achieve this, Xaar technology is a 
combination of high speed mixed signal electronics, micro-
mechanics, and fluid dynamics. 

Our full range of printheads are used in delivering solutions for numerous 
applications. Our most successful printhead family to date is the Xaar 
1002. A typical industrial inkjet machine could be firing up to 300  
million drops of ink per second – that’s over 1 trillion drops per hour,  
all controlled within the picolitre range of volume and the micron range  
of placement accuracy (a picolitre is a millionth of a millionth of a litre, 
and a micron is a millionth of a metre).

About Xaar

Xaar over the past 25 years

Xaar sells its technology in component form (the printhead) to Original 
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) who produce and sell the complete 
digital printing solution to the end market. In addition to our close 
engagement with OEMs we also actively partner and co-develop 
with fluid suppliers, hardware and software integrators, and substrate 
suppliers to deliver a robust and attractive total solution to the end user. 

Our technology is used all over the world in a wide range of 
manufacturing applications.

We design and manufacture our printheads in the UK and Sweden 
(production in Sweden ceasing in 2016), exporting over 95% of our 
production to customers around the world. We also develop and sell ink 
systems, electronics, and fluid optimisation services to accelerate inkjet 
system development and adoption.

Leading the digital inkjet revolution

Xaar was formed in Cambridge, 
UK to acquire, develop and 
commercially exploit a new 
digital inkjet printing technology 
arising out of work done by 
Cambridge Consultants Ltd.

Xaar introduced its first 
full production printhead 
incorporating its unique, 
patented greyscale technology. 
The Xaar 318 is manufactured 
in Japan by Xaar licensee 
Toshiba TEC and offers 
photographic-quality printing 
with no compromise in speed.

Xaar launched the revolutionary 
Xaar 1001 printhead with TF 
Technology™ delivering a 
significant step forward in inkjet 
reliability. Xaar is confirmed as a 
market-leader in the innovation 
of digital inkjet printing.

Who we are
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Xaar completed a second 
consecutive year above  
25% sales growth through  
the adoption of the Xaar 1001 
by the ceramics and label 
printing sectors.

Ceramics conversion 
accelerated, driven by adoption 
of the technology in China. 
Further capital investment  
was undertaken to increase 
capacity by a further 75%  
by mid-2014 versus the status 
at the end of 2012.

To mark our 25th anniversary, 
Xaar organised a programme 
of charitable fundraising events 
throughout the year. The Xaar 
Print Bar System is launched 
adding single-pass inkjet 
capability to analogue web  
and sheet fed presses.
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Where we operate

£14 million was raised, after 
expenses, through placing  
an open offer to fund the  
£22 million capacity expansion 
at the Huntingdon facility to 
meet growing demand for  
the Xaar 1001 in the  
ceramics market.

Xaar announced the launch 
of the Xaar 1001 GS12. Xaar 
recorded a third consecutive 
year of revenue growth in 
excess of 25%, and posted 
a 74% increase in annual 
profits. The capacity expansion 
programme at Huntingdon 
successfully completed ahead  
of schedule and below budget .

The Xaar 1002 replaced 
the Xaar 1001, delivering 
performance and print quality 
enhancements. Also launched 
were the small drop Xaar 1002 
AMp, and the Xaar 1002 GS40 
which produces intense colours 
and special effects for ceramics 
applications.

Authorised resellers 

Adjusted revenue by region

Xaar regional locations
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